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I have not received any minutes from
club meetings for February or March.
Someone, please take minutes when I
cannot be there!
Thanks
Chris
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Page 9/11-Planning a Motorcycle
run with your mates?
Advise to English riders on
how to ride. (very interesting)

Rides
Mark your calendars :
DINNER RIDES,
3rd Saturday of month,
beginning March 2007
Meet at McDonald’s 6:00 pm
Ride to dinner
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The newsletters will be available online around the
15th of each month.
I will send out e-mails to remind you to download
them.
Please bring a copy to the meeting as I am unable to
print out copies for the club.
www.christmasinjuly.org

or directly from
http://users.ameritech.net/chrisi/index.html
They will hopefully be available around the 15th to 20th of
month.

*

*

Thanks, Chris.

A poem by Chris

February
Shivers

February shivers down my spine
The cold winds blow all around
The motorcycle sits frozen in the garage.
Icicles hanging from every edge
The motor frozen, yet ready
Sunshine will come in one of these days
And my motorcycle will be ready
To shoot from this place in a rage
To shake off the icicles
To gather with speed it’s mighty wrath
To fire toward the journeys way
With excitement in every thump of the cylinders
Here it sits
Waiting
Just waiting
February shivers
down my spine.
By
Chris Irwin

The Motorcycle show
February 9, 2007

It’s that time of year again.
Not many more weeks until spring
is here. Of course it still seems a
long way off at present. For me,
the motorcycle show symbolizes
that spring is just around the corner
and time to get ready to ride. As
usual, the weather was bitterly
cold, but no snow.
We had to go early this year, normally preferring to go on Sunday
we changed plans and went on Saturday so as Kirsty could work on
Sunday.
The parking lot was full
when we arrived at 10:30 in the
morning and ended up parked in
the far off garage and getting the
shuttle bus which we actually preferred so we did not have to take
that awful walk across the bridge
and through those so crowded
stairs in the main garage. The line
for tickets was short and there was
no standing around waiting to get
into the show. I was disappointed
at the number of trike manufacturers that were not showing this year,
I guess they have full enough order
books that they don’t need to advertise!
The show hall had opened up some
this year and there were more vendor booths in the back area than
last year. The crowds weren’t so
bad that you could actually get

around the vendor booths without feeling
as though you were suffocating.
It was good to see new manufacturer booths at the show. (I’m sorry I forget who they were, a Korean manufacturer I believe.)
For the first time ever, I actually
got out of the show without buying anything!! Kirsty was busy trying bikes out
for size, trying to decide if she wants to
learn or not. (I think she is too happy with
her car for right now.)
The bike show area was a big disappointment, it was impossible to get to see the
show, it had such a small viewing are with
most side cut off from view, they need to
rethink that for future times. It was almost as bad last year, but not quite so as
they didn’t have a vendor area in with
them last year.
All in all, it was a pretty good
show, but it could be so much better.
How come no manufacturers make spectacular launches of new motorcycles at
the show as they do with the car show.
Now that would be worth spending your
10 bucks or so to get in .
Hope to see you all out riding real soon.
CHris

Rallies For Teens
By Chris (requested by Bruce)

Oh, it seems like only
yesterday when I was in the
hey day of my teens. I am
sure you all feel exactly the
same way. Motorcycling in
those days was a way of life,
not a toy for weekend pleasure, but we managed to
make it into both. We traveled the length and breath
of the country with our motorcycle club, know over
there as a bike club.. I belonged to The Druids Motorcycle
Club. There would regularly
be the same crowd almost
always together with just a
few exceptions. We were
young, happy and restless.
One weekend a month
we would travel to a different part of the country to
attend one of the many rallies that were organized
every weekend year round.
On one such occasion we vis-

ited an area called the west
country. A magnificent place,
forget going to visit London if
you ever get over there,
there are so many beautiful
places and London is not one
of them. The west country
starts at Bristol, which is famous for pirates and everyone still talks very much like
a pirate to this very day.
They are bog drinkers too.
They make a very special cider, called Scrumpy. It is
made form apples and it is
sold at the farms that make
it, (at the time for about 30c
a gallon) Cheap, rough, cider
that is very strong taking
only two pints of it,. you pass
out as soon as fresh air hits
your face. It’s really fun
stuff, so they tell me, personally I never tried it. It is
green in color with apple
twigs and maybe the odd bee-

tle floating in it.
Anyway the object of most
of these weekends was to get
away and meet new friends
and just have a good time,
which also included drinking
ass much as you possibly
could.
The wet country rally, called
The Mendip Rally was a great
place to make friends, it was
held in a huge field with a
marquee and a live band and
plenty of silly games to play,
most of which were played
when everyone was very
drunk.
The favorite, a drinking race,
two pints of scrumpy in the
fastest possible time,
through a straw! Immediately followed by the egg and
spoon race, usually with the
same people in each race, except the egg and spoon race
was on an obstacle course on
your motorcycle, a rider driving and a pillion passenger

facing backward on the bike
with the egg and spoon. The
year I went tot the event the
winner of the drinking competition was also the driver of
one of the bikes , Marks, Set,
GO! The rider pulled the
throttle wide open (on wet
grass) the bike took off, the
pillion hung on for dear life,
down the course they went,
got to the turn around, the
bike went on its side, both
people fell off, egg and spoon
still intact, they picked the
bike up and finished the
course. They did not win but
it was side splittingly funny!!
Oh for the joys of our youth.
Yes, I was only 19 years old
here.

Planning a motorcycle run with
your mates?
There's nothing quite as exhilarating as the
fresh air and freedom of the open road.
Read on, and you and your friends will be
much better prepared and have a lot more
fun on your ride outs.
Print this page off (designed to fit easily
onto A4 size) and give a copy to your
friends. You can use this information in your
club newsletters etc, or steer bikers to the
Bikesafe webpages at:
www.bikesafe.co.uk
If you, or your club runs a motorcycle website, please
feel free to link to this page and draw everyones attention to this really good read and invaluable advice!!
RIDING IN GROUPS
by Ex. Insp. Kevin Fitzpatrick, in consultation
with: Phil Curtis and Andy Morrison
Thames Valley Police Driving School
All of us love getting together with our friends and
riding out on our bikes for either the day or the weekend, perhaps even longer. Whether it's a day at the
coast or five days in the Black Forest in Germany the
enjoyment is the same. Planning the route, sorting out
the kit, prepping the bike and so on is all part of the
fun. We all love it but are we always aware how easily it can end in tears?
I hate to say it but in the past few years there have
been an increasing number of accidents (including
fatal accidents) involvi ng people riding in groups.
Quite often the victim is either a newcomer to biking
or someone who has only recently joined the group.
Sometimes the group itself is new or had only got
together for one ride.
Whatever the cause, with a few simple precautions
and some common sense rules the run can not only be
made safer but much more f un for all concerned. We
have prepared the following to help organisers, who
may be new to running trips, to plan a run with the
benefit of other peoples (sometimes painful!) experiences.
A book such as 'Motorcyclists Welcome' by Peter
Gleave is an invaluable asset when organising trips if

you wish to ensure that your accomodation will be suitable for groups of motorcyclists and that secure parking
is available. The added benefit that can be had is a photocopy of the page containing details of the location to
which they're heading.
Route Planning
Whether you are looking for the quickest, motorway
based route or a more challenging ride through the
countryside you need to think about where you are going to make stops and to sort out rendezvous points in
case you all get split up.
When making these plans you need to consider the
comfortable range of all the bikes on the trip as well as
the ability of the riders to ride for long distances.
To avoid mishap it is a good idea to give everyone a
copy of:
1
the route to be taken (list of roads and/or a
route map)
2
stopping places / rv points
3
each others mobile phone numbers
If someone does go astray they are less likely to get
worried or do stupid things to catch up if they know
where they are supposed to be heading and
how to make contact with the rest of the group.
The Running Order
This is critical to get right if you want a safe and successful run for the whole gang so this point is worth
spending some time on.
You often hear it said that you should put the slowest
bike out in front - but think for a minute what will happen if you do that. The slowest one is frequently one of
the least experienced riders on a less than quick bike,
does he or she really want the responsibility of leading
the way? What about the perceived pressure from those
behind to 'get a move on!'? Or conversely, do the others
really want to be stuck behind Timmy Slowcoach for
the whole trip? Some fun that would be!
The reality is that it never happens. The group may start
out with the slowest in front but pretty soon some of the
others get fed up, start overtaking each other, blatting
off and before you know it it's all gone to rats and you
never get them together again this side of Christmas!
If, like me, you've found yourself at the ferry port waiting and wondering if the others are ever going to show
up (especially the bloke with the tickets!) you'll know
that this scenario is to be avoided like the plague!
So what is the best order to ride in?
Well for a start the leader/navigator should be out in

front. He or she should have studied and be familiar
with the route and should have the riding skills and
the bike to make reasonable progress.
At the back you need a 'sweeper'. This should be an
experienced member of the team (or a pair of good
riders) on a big, reliable bike - one with a turn of
speed if required. This rider should, like the leader,
also be familiar with the route to be taken and
should, if possible, have a mobile phone or other
means of communication. The job of the sweeper is
to look out for stragglers or break -downs and to
make sure no-one gets left behind or has an accident
without being noticed. Between the leader and the
sweeper you can afford to spread out a bit. Usually
riders will pair up with people they know and little
sub groups can form - not a problem if everybody is
still singing from the same song sheet. As a rule it is
best to keep the newer riders well up towards the
front where they can be a bit protected by their more
experienced companions.
Rules of the Road
When out on the road there are two golden rules for a
successful group run and these need agreeing by everyone before the start:
§ No overtaking each other without prior
planning and
§ Ride to the bike behind you not the one in
front
There is nothing more likely to break up a group of
riders than Tommy Teararse getting a cob on in the
middle of the pack and burning off past everyone
with one or two of the quicker bikes in hot pursuit.
Okay, it's their trip as well and you've no right to demand that they ride along with everybody else the
whole time. What is fair though is that they wait for
the stop then let you know they are going to be having a 'blat' on the next stage of the journey. You can
then warn the rest that a couple of riders will be out
of the group for a while and you can arrange to meet
up at the next stop.
'Riding to the bike behind' is more serious and is the
key to the whole concept of good group riding.
Basically, one of the main causes of accidents is
when the riders in the group play 'follow my leader'
and constantly try to keep up with the bike in front.
You often see riders towards the back of a group doing stupid things like overtaking on white lines, flying into blind bends, speeding in the most inappropriate places and even jumping red lights in an effort
to catch up.
This can easily be avoided, without having to crawl

along in a big group, if you just keep the bike behind
you in your mirrors all the time. That way you can
make as much progress as you like and only need slow
down or stop if you can't see that bike for any extended
period. Certainly, never turn left or r ight or deviate
from the 'ahead' course without being sure that the follower has seen you.
By exercising this simple technique you will be amazed
how you can enjoy the higher speed runs along more
challenging roads without having to sacrifice the group
concept.
Motorways
Staying together, or at least in sight of one another is
quite important on motorways. This is especially true if
you are in unfamiliar territory.
Remember stopping on the hard shoulder near a turn off
just to let the rest of your group catch up is illegal and
can get you booked or worse.
Within reason, the slower your group rides on the motorway the more likely they are to stay together. Really
big groups of Hells Angels can often be seen trundling
along at around 50 m.p.h. and hogging (pardon the pun)
the nearside lane.
Those of us less comfortable with the idea of holding
everyone up or obstructing other traffice might like to
try a different tactic. The best one is to give the lead
rider the strict speed limit which is well within the reach
of everyone else in the group. It could be 65 on a busy
urban motorway in the U.K. or as much as 100 m.p.h.
on an Autobahn in Germany. It doesn't matter as l ong as
the others can do at least 20 m.p.h. more without blowing an engine - or a driving licence!
Combining this with the no overtaking rule and riding
to the bike behind, no-one should have too much difficulty staying in touch with the group when the inevitable speeding car gets in the middle of them.
Town / City Centres
Riding in large cities like London, Paris or Amsterdam
or even smaller towns like Reading with the intricate
traffic management systems can be a nightmare at the
best of times. Even when you know your way around it
is easy to get into the wrong lane or get caught out at
the lights.
Staying together in a large group in these places is next
to impossible. Sooner or later the group is bound to get
broken up and the total strangers to the area will have
major problems finding their friends.
The only way to sort this out is to get organised before
going into the town into smaller groups of around three
or four bikes. Ideally, one of the smaller groups should
be able to act as a navigator, although this is not always
possible.

By riding in a staggered formation it is possible for
this size group of bikes to stay fairly close to one
another at low speeds and even to move almost as
one vehicle through junctions etc. minimising the
risk of further split ups.
However, this technique needs practising to get
right and less experienced riders may be uncomfortable until their confidence improves. A bit of
practice in local towns before the trip could well
pay dividends if you know a major city is going to
be on the route.
Above all it is essential to have a substantial landmark as a rendezvous point in case of dispersal.
Even in a country where you don't speak the language you can usually get directions to major
places of interest and, of course, morale (which is
linked to safety) will stay high for lost riders if
they have the company of a couple of other bikes
with them.
Riding Abroad
It only takes one member of the team to get badly
injured for the whole trip to be ruined for everyone. I will always remember being with a large
group in Germany when one of them became seriously ill. Getting him medical attention and ultimately flown home was bad enough but getting his
bike transported across France thence back to the
U.K. was an absolute nightmare.
It turned out that the insurance we had all taken
out did not cover any dangerous activity and motorcycling was specifically mentioned! It ended up
costing our friend thousands and much of the fun
was taken out of the whole adve nture.
On the other hand, now older and wiser, a few
years later when two of our number crashed in
driving rain in Dublin we had things right. An
overnight stay in hospital was followed by a call to
the A.A. 5 Star service and not only were medical
bills covered but the bikes were shipped home and
a hire car provided free of charge for our friends to
complete the rest of the holiday.
It certainly pays dividends to get the right cover
before venturing on two wheels away from the U.
K. and, even if you ultimately don't use it, the
peace of mind it brings is alone worth the cost of
the premium. Additionally, if you book through
the large motoring organisations you get sent lots
of info on legal requirements etc. for the countries
you are visiting and lots of other bumph as well.

Finally
As a veteran of many large trips both home and
abroad I can say honestly that they are great fun and
worth all the hassle of organising. It has been my
genuine experience that the best trips have been those
when the principals mentioned above have been adhered to and the ones best forgotten were those where
it has been 'every man for himself'. Have fun.
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A very young Malcolm
Photo by Chris
Until next time, send me pictures and interesting information to be included in the newsletter.
Ride Safe!
Chris Irwin
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